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INC: ERROR PROOFING DESIGN FOR PRINTER INTERNAL TANK ACCESS

Error Proofing Design for Printer Internal Tank Access

This disclosure relates to the field of Printers with internal ink tanks, compared to the
traditional inkjet printers which provide ink suppliers with cartridges, bringing value to
customers with lower printing cost and lesser intervention for ink supply replacement. A
printer ink tank system allows users to top up ink from ink bottles into the tanks based on
ink level statuses in the tanks.
Ink tank is a key component of the printer ink delivery system. Proper user interaction with
the ink tank and the surrounding touch points on the printer are critical. Mistakes made
during use will cause major quality and functioning problems, one of which includes the
negligence of closure of the ink cap. This will cause a few functional issues, i.e. ink
evaporation, or air flow into the ink delivery system, impacting print quality.
Current printer products in the market do not provide sufficient fool proof design and still
allow users to conduct printing without ink cap closure, causing quality issues such as ink
evaporation and air flow into ink delivery system. Some products add sensors which require
additional cost and are not able to detect ink cap status without turning on the printer. If
unintentionally left open, it may cause ink leakage or spillage during transportation.
Disclosed below are illustrations of a set of hardware features designed in the printer,
striving to address the issues or risks involved during user ink filling.

1) Interlocking features designed on the Ink Cap and Ink Cover Door to ensure the user is
unable to close the Ink Cover Door before first closing the Ink Cap. Refer to Fig #1 for more
details.
2) Scan Bed and Ink Cover Door are designed to prevent users from closing the Scan Bed
(without/before) closing the Ink Cover Door. Refer to Fig #2 for more details.
3) A safety feature is implemented to prevent ink bottles or ink tank components from
getting damaged in the event of the Printer Top Door accidentally falling. Refer to Fig #3 for
more details.
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Fig #1

Fig #2

Fig#3

The advantages of the invention over current products:
1) Provide a complete fool proof solution to prevent users from using or shipping printers
without closing the ink cap. Users can detect open ink caps regardless of printer on/off
status.
2) Reduced cost since it does not require dedicated sensors to detect whether ink tank cap
is open/close.
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3) Enhanced user experience for filling ink tanks as there are safety features built on the
scan bed.
4) Clean interface provided for users to fill ink since the ink cover doors isolate the ink cap
from dust, ink, and aerosol.
5) Enable compact product footprint due to built‐in ink tank system inside the printer body.

Disclosed by Binhai Guo, Xiaoxi Huang, Lian Chye Simon Tan, Mun Keat
Leong, Singh Kundan and James Goh, HP Inc.
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